CFS Covid-19 Catch Up Funding 2020-2021
During the course of this academic year, CFS will receive a total of £80,600 across the Primary and Secondary phases from the national Covid-19 Catch Up Fund. This fund is
to be used to address the learning and progress gaps caused by school closures last academic year, and to continue to support pupils affected by the ongoing pandemic in
2020-2021. The money is received in instalments and so spending will be staggered throughout the year. This report will be updated later in the year to reflect on the
impact of the designated spending.
Allocation
Accelerated
Reader

Fund

Pupils Supported

£3036

Years 3 to 8

Satchel One
Remote Learning
Package

£5288

Years R to 13

Key Stage 1
Reading
Programme

£240

Years R to 2

Learning
Resources for
Secondary
classrooms and
remote learning

£9000

Years 7 to 11

Primary HLTA

£15917 Years 3 to 6

Secondary HLTA

£17119 Years 7 to 11

Individual Devices

£5000

Years R to 11

Chrome Book class
sets

£25000 Years R to 11

Description
Key Stage 2 and 3 reading package extended and continued to support
the reading gap identified due to lockdown.
More comprehensive remote learning package established for this
academic year to support all absent pupils, to limit further disruption to
learning. Live feedback tool utilised for periods of bubble self-isolation or
lockdown, to create as ‘normal’ a remote teaching package as possible.
New early reader programme established to support the reading gap
identified due to lockdown – key focus on these early years to ensure the
gap doesn’t grow further
Range of learning equipment and resources purchases to support
specialist subject teaching in all areas of the school, due to zoning. This is
to ensure the full curriculum can be delivered regardless of lesson
location in the school, so that no year group is affected. E.g. whilst only
Year 11 and 13 can access Science labs, extra Science equipment has
been purchased to ensure the Science curriculum can be delivered
elsewhere for other year groups. Equipment and resources also provided
for disadvantaged pupils to complete remote learning.
Dedicated HLTA employed for one academic year to conduct small group
and 1 to 1 maths and English interventions in Key Stage 2.
Dedicated HLTA employed for one academic year to conduct small group
and 1 to 1 maths and English interventions in Years 7 to 10. Model allows
internal interventions from CFS teachers, to therefore focus on Year 11.
Devices provided for disadvantaged and SEN pupils to access work in
school and remotely.
To be purchased by second instalment of money – Chrome Book class
sets in Primary and Secondary to support catch up ICT packages in the
classroom.

Impact – to be updated later in year

